Serignan-du-Comtat

3 - Centre, Rond-point de l’Harmas

Naturoptère

An original venue entirely dedicated to the world of insects, plants and biodiversity, with fun and educational exhibits, a semi-natural garden and events for all ages.

Chemins du Greis / +33 (0)4 90 30 33 20 / naturoptere.fr

@ Discount (€5 and €6 instead of €7 and €6)

Year round, 7/7

Harmas Jean-Henri Fabre

The home and garden of the famous naturalist Jean-Henri Fabre, an estate that is full of charm, home to his collections on insects, shells, minerals… his working office and his watercolours.

445 Route d’Orange / +33 (0)4 90 30 57 62 / harmasjeanhenrifabre.fr

@ Discount (€5 instead of €7)

Year round, except Wednesday and Christmas holidays

Vaison-la-Romaine

4, 11, 104 - Cave Le Romaine, Avenue des Chorales

Roman sites and archaeology Museum

One of the biggest archaeological sites (Roman theatre, roads, shops, houses) and the medieval city (cathedral, cloister, upper city).

Rue Burus, Place Burus / +33 (0)4 90 36 50 48 / +33 (0)4 90 36 50 05 / provenceromaine.com

@ Discount (€7.50 instead of €9)

Year round, 7/7

Tourist train

Ride the train through 2000 years of history as you discover the Gallo-Roman city, the Roman bridge, and the medieval city, the château, the Romanesque cloister and a Provençal village…

Avenue des Chorales / +33 (0)4 90 36 05 22 / petittrainavignon.fr

@ Discount (€4 instead of €5)

Year round, except Tuesday

Valoras

3 - Lycée et École Saint Dominique

Cardboard for boxes – over a century and a half of creating cardboard packaging.

3 avenue Maréchal Foch / +33 (0)4 90 35 58 75 / vaucluse.fr

@ Discount (€1.50 instead of €3.50)

April to October, except Tuesday

Also discover (no charge)

Other sites that are free are accessible with TransVaucluse (museums, via ferrata, hiking trails, cycle routes and greenways, lake…). They are on the TransVaucluse touring map (brochure available from Tourism Offices and Town Halls) and on the interactive TransVaucluse map. Both maps are on-line at regionpaca.fr

• The TransVaucluse network’s 27 lines serve 140 towns and many tourist sites, cultural and leisure activities.

• Bus stops are usually less than 500 meters from the site (unless specified in the leaflet). Bus hours make a round trip possible in a ½ or full day and you can continue to discover other cities and villages.

• TransVaucluse line coaches are accessible to people with reduced mobility, with the exception of 3 transport lines by reservation (104, 107, 109). We recommend calling the transporter in advance to find out how best to proceed.

• Sites accessible to the people in situation of handicap are indicated by:

• Upon presentation of your valid ticket at the entrance to the sites listed in this leaflet, you will benefit from special rates:

With all TransVaucluse tickets (single tickets, booklets, Discovery Pass and subscriptions)

Only with the Discovery Pass

• The TransVaucluse Discovery Pass is a ticket valid for two days for one person (10€). It allows access to tourist lines (21, 24) and free travel across the entire network (free connections). For sale on the bus, in bus stations, commercial agencies, some retailers and by post.

For more info

TRANSPORT:
• Hours and interactive TransVaucluse map at regionpaca.fr
• Calculate itineraries at pacamobilite.fr
• Avignon PEM (bus station / multi-modal transport hub) :
  Tel. +33 (0)4 90 62 07 35
• Real-time TransVaucluse hours with QR codes at the bus stops

TOURISM:
• provenceguide.com / Tél. +33 (0)4 90 80 47 00

Hail to ride. Wave to the driver to get the bus to stop
AVIGNON
2, 5, 6, 7, 15, 22 - PEM (Bus station multi-modal transport hub)
Palace of the Popes, Avignon Bridge
Palace of the Popes: the biggest Gothic palace, home to the sovereign pontiffs during the 1300's. Avignon Bridge (Pont Saint Bénézet): a legendary bridge, witnessing the history of Avignon since the 13th century.
+33 (0) 4 32 32 32 74 / palais-des-papes.com / avignon-pont.com
Discount price for the ticket twin: Palace of the Popes + Avignon Bridge (€11.50 instead of €14.50)
Year round, 7/7
Avignon Festival
One of the most important international events for contemporary live entertainment, where artists share their experiences with festival-goers in the heart of symbolic historical buildings. The Festival boutique on Place de l'Horloge / Ticket office +33 (0) 90 14 14 14 / festival-avignon.com
10% discount at the Festival boutique (except books and DVD)
8 to 27 July, 7/7
Festival OFF d'Avignon
Festival OFF d'Avignon, 1000 spectacles, a thousand emotions at the festival of diversity!
+33 (0) 4 90 15 13 08 / avignonoff.com
Where the OFF pass is sold: Village OFF (1 rue des Ecoles), Point OFF (24 boulevard Saint-Michel), Avignon Tourism Office (Cours Jean Jaures), Inside the Town Hall (Place de l'Horloge), Cap-Sud Shopping Mall (162 avenue Pierre Salard, main gallery), Auchan Le Pontet Shopping Mall (533 avenue Louis Braille, Vedène). Discount price for the OFF pass (€14 instead of €16)
7 to 29 July, 7/7
AIX-EN-PROVENCE / Hotel de Caumont Art Centre
9, 147, 109 - Europe Bus station
A few steps from the Cours Mirabeau, one of the most beautiful distinctive 18th century hotels and gardens hosts significant art exhibitions from the 14th century to today, as well as concerts and literary meetings.
3 rue Joseph Cabassol / caumont-centredart.com
Discount (€10 instead of €14)
May and June, 7/7

APT / Museum in APT
9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 24, 109 - Bus station
Exhibitions on ochre, Aptware faience and candied fruit – The history of the Apt area and its industrial production.
14 place Postel / +33 (0) 4 90 74 95 30 / apt.fr
Discount (€3 instead of €5)
Year round, except Sunday

BONNIEUX / Bakery Museum
2 (Centre), 18 (Poste)
From agriculture to the plate, farming and food traditions of mankind.
12 rue de la République / +33 (0) 4 90 75 88 34 / vaucluse.fr
Discount (€1.50 instead of €3.50)
April to October, except Tuesday

CADENET / Wickerwork Museum
6, 9, 19 - Centre, Rond-point de la gare
The art of weaving plant fibres – a universal activity.
La Gânoise, avenue Philippe de Giraud / +33 (0) 90 68 06 85 / vaucluse.fr
Discount (€1.50 instead of €3.50)
April to October, except Tuesday

CARPENTRAS / Synagogue
5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 20 - PEM (Bus station multi-modal transport hub)
The oldest functioning synagogue in France, the second-oldest in Europe after the synagogue in Prague.
15 place Maurice Chavellet / +33 (0) 94 63 39 97 / synagoguedecarpentras.com
Discount (€4 instead of €6)
Year round, except Saturday and during Jewish holidays

CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE / Brotte Wine Museum
22, 23 - Louis Pasteur, Pierre de Luxembourg
An educational discovery of the Rhone Valley designations and wine-making professions, illustrated by a collection of rare and ancient tools.
Avenue Pierre de Luxembourg / +33 (0) 80 35 19 44 / brotte.com
10% discount in the tasting-sales cellar - Museum free
Year round, 7/7

COUSTELLET
7, 17, 18 et LER 22 (Maubeuc place du marché), 14 et 15 (Cabrières Pharmacie, Maubeuc route d'Apt), 21 (Cabrières Musée de la Lavande)
Lavender Museum
The outstanding conservatory of fine, true lavender from Provence.
276 Route de Gordes / +33 (0) 4 90 78 91 23 / museedelalavande.com
Discount (€4.50 instead of €6.50)
February to December, 7/7
Castelain chocolate factory
Châteauneuf-du-Pape's artisanal chocolate factory shop.
Route de Cavaillon RD22 / +33 (0) 90 05 74 64 / chocolat-castelain.fr
5% discount in the shop
Year round, from Monday to Saturday

FONTAINE-DE-VAUCLUSE
21 - Centre
François Pétrarque Museum-Library
A site of historical interest focusing on the two poets of the Sorgue river, François Pétrarque and René Char.
Left bank of the River Sorgue / +33 (0) 4 90 20 37 20 / vaucluse.fr
Discount (€1.50 instead of €3.50)
April to October, except Tuesday
Jean Garcin 1939-45 Call of Freedom Museum
An in-depth look at daily life in France under the Occupation, the Jean Garcin 1939-45 Call of Freedom Museum
5% discount on the entrance price (€5 instead of €6)
Discount price on the guided tour
From May 7th to October, except Monday

LAURIS / Conservatory Garden for Dye-Plants
8, 9 - Centre
Unique in Europe, this dye-plants garden presents plants which are grown in order to extract their colour for dyeing, for food, cosmetics and art.
Maison Aubert - La Calade / +33 (0) 90 08 40 48 / couleur-garance.com
Discounts on the entrance price (€5 instead of €6) and on the guided tour
From May 17th to October, except Monday

L'ILE-SUR-LA-SORGUE / Campredon art centre
6, 13, 14, 20, 21 - Robert Vasse
A beautiful 18th century home, now a centre for art, displaying photography and contemporary art.
20 rue du Docteur Tallet / +33 (0) 90 38 17 41 / campredoncentreart.com
Discount (€5 instead of €6)
Year round, except Monday

LAUNEDULT
9, 19 - Centre, La Bastide
A château with a long and active past, since the 12th century, today a home to a centre for art, displaying photography and contemporary art.
20 rue du Docteur Tallet / +33 (0) 90 68 15 23 / chateau-de-launedult.com
Discount (€5.80 instead of €6.80)
Year round, 7/7

MENERBES / Truffle and Luberon Wine House
18 - Ecole Clovis Hugues
This 17th century mansion and its French garden are home to the Regional Park of Luberon wine house, a restaurant, a wine bar and a global meeting place for truffles and wines from the Southeast.
Place de l’Horloge / +33 (0) 90 72 38 37 / vin-truffle-luberon.com
Free tasting at the restaurant and welcome gift in the shop
Discount from April to October. Shop all year round

GORDES / Notre-Dame de Sénanque Abbey
17 - Gendarmerie
Notre-Dame de Sénanque Abbey, still inhabited by a community of Cistercian monks, is one of the purest examples of primitive Cistercian architecture. Approach on foot or GR 6 (3 kilometres to go).
+33 (0) 90 72 18 24 / senanque.fr
Discount (€5 instead of €7.50)
Year round, 7/7

LA-TOUR-D’AIGUES / Castle, Museum of Earthenware
107 - Albert Camus
At the foot of the Luberon, this listed Renaissance castle houses a collection of local ancient earthenware and temporary exhibitions.
+33 (0) 90 07 42 10 / luberoncotesud.com
Discount (€1.50 instead of €3.50)
Year round, 7/7

ORANGE / Antique Theatre and Museum of Art and History
1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 23 - Pourtoiles, République
This great imperial Roman theatre, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, offers an exceptional account of Roman civilization. The museum houses stage sets and traces the history of Orange from ancient times.
Rue Madeleine Roch / theatre-antique.com
Reduced price (€10.50 instead of €13.50)
Year round, 7/7

LAURENS / Village OFF (1 rue des Ecoles)
An educational discovery of the Rhone Valley designations and ochre miners.
GARGAS / Bruoux ochre mines
An in-depth look at daily life in France under the Occupation, the Jean Garcin 1939-45 Call of Freedom Museum
Left bank of the River Sorgue / +33 (0) 4 90 20 37 20 / vaucluse.fr
Discount (€10 instead of €14)
Discount price in the tasting-sales cellar - Museum free
Truffle and Luberon Wine House
24 - Mines de Bruoux
10% discount
Discount on the entrance price (€3 instead of €5)
Discount price on the guided tour
Free tasting at the restaurant and welcome gift in the shop
Discount from April to October. Shop all year round

ORANGE / Antique Theatre and Museum of Art and History
1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 23 - Pourtoiles, République
This great imperial Roman theatre, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, offers an exceptional account of Roman civilization. The museum houses stage sets and traces the history of Orange from ancient times.
Rue Madeleine Roch / theatre-antique.com
Reduced price (€10.50 instead of €13.50)
Year round, 7/7

LAISNE / Village OFF (1 rue des Ecoles)
An educational discovery of the Rhone Valley designations and ochre miners.
GARGAS / Bruoux ochre mines
An in-depth look at daily life in France under the Occupation, the Jean Garcin 1939-45 Call of Freedom Museum
Left bank of the River Sorgue / +33 (0) 4 90 20 37 20 / vaucluse.fr
Discount (€10 instead of €14)
Discount price in the tasting-sales cellar - Museum free
Truffle and Luberon Wine House
24 - Mines de Bruoux
10% discount
Discount on the entrance price (€3 instead of €5)
Discount price on the guided tour
Free tasting at the restaurant and welcome gift in the shop
Discount from April to October. Shop all year round